
Hello to all of you who attended and participated in Tang Task.

After any Task I usually start out by writing how wiped out I am. This time I traveled to 
Skidmore already exhausted and with a cold! Yet the morning after our Task Party I felt 
great, with some energy to spare and my cold gone. 

So, how about Tang Task?

First of all, as always, context matters and this Task Party took place on a relatively small 
undergraduate campus with a demographic that was almost entirely of similar age. Task is 
a flexible platform for whoever participates and an outlet for whatever participants need 
and want to get out of it. At Skidmore the need and emphasis was clearly on connecting 
with other people, fellow students. 

Last night I read through the list of close to 1000 tasks salvaged during Tang Task and the 
list confirmed that a vast majority of tasks involved interaction with other people and a fair 
amount of those were specifically targeted towards reaching out (sometimes very literally!) 
to strangers. 

1000 salvaged tasks are also a record. And I believe you were prolific for a reason. While I 
witnessed that almost all of you pretty much continuously executed tasks, (only very 
occasionally did I meet someone who did something independent of a task), I also noticed 
very little investment in anything time consuming. The emphasis seemed to be on 
generating as many ideas and therefore scenarios to interact with one another as possible. 
The more tasks you wrote and executed, the more chances you had to move and connect. 
And there was a lot of motion…

…and little permanence. I only witnessed a couple of structures that took time to construct 
and only occasionally an emphasis on craftsmanship or execution or depth, (which once 
again is time consuming). On the other hand wit, fun, humor and hormones were on 
abundant display. A couple of weeks ago I went to a Task Party in San Francisco where the 
emphasis was almost completely reversed. At SF TASK a lot of tasks took time or played 
out over time. As I mentioned earlier, Task apparently taps into what you need or want. 
You wanted bridges to each other and that’s what most of you used Task for. 

Besides countless examples of looking for one another there were some climactic moments 
emphasizing that theme. Particularly in the enormous group hug and later the collective 
holding of hands that morphed into what looked like a human tornado (I remember 
someone telling me about a task to create a human tornado). 

On a more frivolous note:

- I saw a LOT of boys tied up, duct taped, silenced (with tape), stripped of their 
clothes (not entirely) and so on. It looked like you boys liked it.

- On the other hand there were also plenty of tasks clearly written by boys for girls.   



- There was a lot of hugging, kissing, touching, caressing, confessing, some 
spooning… a lot of love across the lines of gender and sexual orientation. 

- After reading the tasks I also came across quintessential, brilliant college fair:  (the 
written task was lost but recounted verbally) “Make a gun and steal a fart from 
someone!”  

On an even more frivolous note:

- For better or worse, the influence of the reality TV show: Paris Hilton’s New BFF 
was on evidence.  I met numerous girls with human pets!  

I’d also like to mention that for this Task Party, the students who helped organize 
TangTask, pretty much ran the show. I don’t think my presence was all that needed, and I 
mean this as a real compliment. These partners were right from the get-go very 
independent and self-sufficient. Previous Task Parties helped to serve as blueprints for this 
iteration, a real step forward, and my partners’ energy and organizational skills had a lot to 
do with this Task Party’s attendance (*see below) and success. 

And this is definitely one way for Task to go and grow -- without my direct involvement. 
In other words and in more practical terms, if you had a good time during this Task Party, 
feel free to have another one! You know the drill now.  (Just let me know for my records).

Tang Task placed an emphasis on involving as many students from all fields as possible, 
not only art students. It was therefore perfect that we were able to have Task smack in the 
middle of the Case Student Center. It was the ideal location to reach the widest range of 
participants on campus. And we made it look great.  

Obviously it was the Tang Teaching Museum who planted the initial Task seed on 
Skidmore’s Campus and who kept an eye on the overall infrastructure for this Task Party. 
All of us who benefited or enjoyed this Task owe a debt of thanks to Ian Berry and John 
Weber from the Tang as well as the college administration as a whole for making it 
possible.

I hope to see you all at the beginning of your spring semester, when I’m in town again to 
install my show. It also looks like I’ll be giving a talk (dialogue) around that time! Perhaps 
I’ll see you for that one as well, particularly since I’m sure that we’ll end up talking a lot 
about Task. 

I’ll be on the road again next week but after that I will start editing small excerpts from the 
footage I shot, for my Taskblog, for your Taskblog and for a lot more people on Youtube. 
After that you can borrow my footage and edit it into whatever you want. Let me know.

Here again is the link to my taskblog:  oliverherringtask.wordpress.com

And please let me know what your experience was, any input is always appreciated. Please 
share your footage and your images as well. The idea is to create a data bank with as much 



visual and verbal information as possible, to best represent Tang Task and you.

Much love, until soon, Tang Task was amazing,

Oliver
11/15/08 

*(Since we didn’t collect e-mail addresses or names from all those who attended, which we 
usually do, I have a hard time estimating how many people showed up. There was a 
constant stream of people coming and going and when I reviewed my filmed footage and 
compared it with footage from previous Task Parties, (where we counted), I’d have to say 
it looked like perhaps plus/minus 300 people.)

#1: Leave. Come back with someone new; #14: Duck tape a stranger to another stranger. 
Leave them; #23: Take off an article of clothing every time you hear “hi”; #35: Pretend 
you’re Barack Obama; #52: Do something you’ve never done before; #96: Sing a song 
that doesn’t end; #115: Become famous within Case Center: #123: Worship someone you 
don’t know; #130: Create a giant chain hug;  #142: Dial a random number and tell them 
about your day; #159: Live in a cardboard box for 5 min; #164: Pet a campus safety guy; 
#175: Chest hair is cool, that’s why you have to have this to put on your chest; #179: Tell  
someone you voted for McCain/Palin; #212: Magic Marker your face to look tribal; #213: 
Make a lasso and lasso yourself a nice young lady; #216: Trade shirts with someone of the 
opposite sex for the rest of the evening; #243: Get someone to streak; #244: Glitter a 
stranger’s face (glitter is on this table somewhere); #247: Lick a stranger’s face; #255: Go 
on an epic journey in your mind; #260: Lay down with someone and spoon for a nice 
amount of time; #271: Find something purple and make a larger version; #279: Play the 
penis game;  #298: Find the guy wearing pink lingerie and rub his fake boobs; #302: AD 
HOC KABUKI; #308: Switch identities with the person next to you; #331: Put out; #347: 
Construct pipe cleaner genitalia and give it to……..; #363: Interpret this and become it for 
1 minute; #381: Attach yourself to someone else;  #437: Switch your entire wardrobe with 
someone from the opposite sex; #442: Run. Naked. Here. Now; #458: Find the person here 
who most closely resembles your mother and tell them; #464: Lick a glue stick; #468: Act 
hairy;  #485: Ask a boy what they think about your ankle; #497: Go hit on Santa, wink a 
lot and pinch his butt; #508: Explore the box fort w/someone and then make a bigger and 
better one;  #515: Pretend to do lines of cocaine off of 5 peoples shoulders; #527: Slow 
dance 7th grade style; #528: Touch someone slightly inappropriately; #571: Try on 
someone else’s glasses and mind trip; #591: attack the Christmas tree from behind; #605: 
Put on as many yellow clothing items as you can; #615: Inform someone that you are 
transgenderd; #616: start cleaning up this mess. Fill a box with scraps and tell another to 
do the same. Start a chain reaction; #626: Make a penis and wear it; #Untape the kid 
w/the duck tape wrapped around him; #781: call your dad and tell him what you learned 
in school today; #784: go out to the parking lot and wrap a car in saran wrap (take 3 
people with you); #785 hump a pole; #804: give 5 face tattoos and very slyly slip in 
something phallic; #809: free everyone you see; #812: have a serious conversation about  
your future with someone you don’t know; #838: Talk like a bee; #842: try to sell someone 
zombie insurance; #867: Get everyone in the room  to join hands in a circle; #874: start a 



cult; #876: be awkward; #892 trade someone your sock for their bandana; #910: Call your 
mom and tell her how you lost your virginity; #924: Go tell Santa you’re Jewish; #932: 
Wash your hands in cologne; # 933: permanently grin at a stranger; #943: Beat someone 
up; #949: Steal the task box! And run outside!


